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Abstract. In the present SNdy, Raman scattering selection rules for different spin orientation in 
Bi2CuO4 on compared with polarized Raman scattering spectn. This comparison suggests E -  

axis orientation of magnetic momen&. The tempenture dependence of phonon modes i s  studied 
and strong spin-dependent behaviour near the N&I temperature is shown for A,, symmetry 
modes. 

1. Introduction 

The discovery of the high-temperature oxides induced a huge interest in investigation of 
different properties of Cu-0-based materials. Bi2Cu04 is one of the possible ‘impurity 
phases’ in the BiSr-Ca-Cu-O system. This crystal has a tetragonal structure (space gmup 
P4/ncc)  with isolated CuO4 square-planar units of Cu*+ ions, which are slacked one on 
tQp of another in a staggered manner along the c axis. The bismuth atoms are connected to 
cUo4 planes through the (BiOz). chains along the c axis. The description of the BizCu04 
crystal structure can be found in [I] .  BizCu04 crystal orders antiferromagnetically below 
TN = 45 K. There is some controversy about magnetic moment orientation. In [Z-31, 
i t  is stated that spins are oriented along the z axis while the recent paper 141 shows 
x-axis orientation of magnetic moments. Spin waves in BizCu04 were analysed using 
Raman [51 and neutron [61 spectroscopy. In [51, one- and two-magnon modes as well 
as their polarization and temperature dependencies are shown. A neutron scattering study 
shows four different Cu-0-Bi-043 pathways through which superexchange propagates 
and consequently four superexchange constants, necessary to fit the magnon dispersion 
experimental data, are obtained [6]. 

The vibrational properties of this compound were studied by us previously, using 
infrared and Raman spectroscopy as well as lattice dynamical calculation [7,8]. 

In the present study, Raman scattering selection rules for different spin orientation in 
Bi2Cu04 are compared with polarized Raman scattering spectra. This comparison suggests 
z-axis orientation of magnetic moment. Nevertheless, the temperature dependences of 
phonon modes are presented and strong spin-dependent behaviour near the Ntel temperature 
is shown for A,, symmetry modes. 

2. Experimental details 

The growth of BiZCuO4 single crystals was carried out by a floating-zone technique 
associated with an ellipsoidal image furnace [9]. The Raman spectra were measured using a 
Jobin Yvon monochromator model U-1000 with 1800 grooves mm-’ holographic gratings. 
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The 514.5 nm line of an argon ion laser (the average power was about 100 mW) was 
used as excitation source. As a detector, we used a Felletier-effect-cooled RCA 31034A 
photomultiplier with a conventional photon-counting system. The samples were held in a 
closed-cycle cryostat. 
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3. Results and discussion 

The polarized Raman spectra of the Bi2CuO4 single crystal from the (001) and the 
(170) plane were measured in the spectral range between IO and 650 cm-I at different 
temperatures, and presented in figure 1. Factor group analysis predicts 5Alg+4B2,+5B~,+ 
1 IE, Raman active modes [8]. All A], and Bzg Raman active modes were observed in the 
y ‘ ( z z ) y  (figure I(a)) and the z ( x y ) i  (figure l (c ) )  configurations, respectively. The y’(x’z)y 
and ~(x ’y ’ )?  polarized spectra with Eg and BI, Raman active modes are shown in figure l(b) 
and figure I @ ) ,  respectively. The polarized spectra with the z ( x x ) i  configuration, as shown 
in figure l ( d )  includes A], and BI, symmetry modes. Figure Ilf) shows Raman scattering 
spectra of the z(x’x’)~ configuration which contains AI, and Bzg symmetry modes. The 
assignment of these phonon modes is given earlier [SI and we will not discuss them here. 

One wide feature becomes dominant below TN = 45 K, (see figure l(b), ( d )  and 
(e)). We assigned it  as a two-magnon mode [5]. The small peak denoted by the arrow in 
figure I(b) comes from one-magnon scattering, as was already discussed in [SI. 

As we previously mentioned, two directions of the magnetic moments are proposed. We 
will therefore discuss further Raman scattering selection rules from two possible magnetic 
space groups and compare our spectra with these predictions. In the first case we consider 
the crystal structure with spin along the x axis in antiferromagnetic phase. Below the Nkel 
temperature, the x direction is no longer equivalent to the y direction, and the symmetry of 
the crystal structure is reduced from tetragonal to orthorhombic. From symmetry operation 
analysis, including the time reversal operation, we obtain the magnetic point group mmm‘, 
Dx,(C,,) (the unitary subgroup is shown in parentheses). For the spins along the z axis, 
the second case, the crystal structure remains tetragonal and the magnetic point group is 
4 f m‘m‘m‘, D&(D4). Corresponding magnetic space groups for above two cases are Pnnm’ 
(q,) and P4jn’c‘c‘ (Di). Following the work of Cracknell [IO] the magnetic Raman tensors 
of these two groups are: 

mmm’ 

4Im’m’m’ 

DB (E -E ) Drz DB (D ) 
Dr: 
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Figure 1. R a m  scattering spectra of Bip2u04 single crystal at various temperatures for ( U )  

y'(zz)p' (b) y'(x'z)j' (c) z ( x y ) i  (d )  z(.r'y')i (e) z ( x x ) i  and (f) f ( x ' x ' ) i  polarizations. (L 
denotes plasma lines and xll[lOOl, y11[0101, rIlfOOl1. r'11[1101. ~ ' l l ~ l 1 0 1 ~ .  
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Considering the symmetry through the whole Bnllouin zone and Raman tensors listed above, 
we concluded that the spin orientation is more likely along the z direction due to the 
following arguments. 

(i) At the r point, the spin wave will transform as S, +is, (spin along the z axis) which 
belong to the corepresentation DE (Drs) of the group Di. It follows that the spin-wave 
spectra are doubly degenerate which indeed has been observed [4,6]. Furthermore, the 
one-magnon excitation gives contributions in the x z  and y z  polarization configurations in 
agreement with our spectra [ 5 ] .  

(ii) For the two-magnon excitation there are additional selection rules that apply at the 
special points of symmetry. Using the standard procedure [ I  I ]  we obtained the symmetry 
of the two-magnon state at the different symmetry points assigned to the appropriate 
corepresentation at r, At the 2 point the two-magnon state transform as DB, (Dr3); 
X and R are points with the same symmetry and the two-magnon process is active in DBj 
(Dr3) and DE (Drs) corepresentation; M and A points are also degenerate due to the high 
symmetry of the unit cell but they give no contribution to the two-magnon spectra. From 
Raman tensors, equation (2). it follows that the two-magnon excitation should be observed 
in x x ,  x’y‘  and x ‘ z  polarized configuration, which is in excellent agreement with our results, 
figure 1. 
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Figure 2. Integrated intensities of the 
temperahlre. 

( U )  and B2g (b)  phonon modes as functions of the 

(iii) The spin orientation along x axis did not predict degeneration of spin wave spectra 
at r. The Raman tensors, equation (1) allow observation of the one-magnon mode in y z  
and xy polarized configuration. Finally, the selection rules of the orthorhombic space group 
indicates that the two-magnon excitation could not explain the activity of two-magnon in 
x x  and inactivity in  x’x’ and z z  polarizations. All in all, the polarized Raman scattering 
spectra given in figure 1 show z-axis orientation of magnetic moments in Bi2Cu04. 
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The Raman spectra given in figure 1 allow us the possibility of studying temperature 
dependencies of phonon modes, too. The AI, phonon modes intensities versus temperature 
are presented in figure 2(a). As can be seen from figure 2(a), the 128 cm-I and 135 cm-l 
modes exhibit a strong anomaly near the Ndel phase transition temperature. While the 
temperature is decreasing, the inlensities of these two phonon modes are slowly increasing, 
then they fall at a local minimum at TN. Finally, there is a strong increase again below TN. 
Other modes do not show the same behaviour, but their intensities have changing slopes at 
TN . 

The temperature dependencies of the Bzg phonon mode intensities are shown in 
figure 2(b). As can be seen from figure 2(b), there is no anomaly around the Ndel phase 
transition point The intensities of the 82 cm-l and 132 cm-' modes are decreasing down 
to the lowest temperature we observed at I O  K. The intensities of the other two modes of the 
same symmetry show different temperature dependencies. Their intensities are increasing 
up to the temperatures around 70-100 K and then they are decreasing until 10 K. 

The effect of spin-dependent phonon intensities has been discussed in the ferromagnetic 
semiconducting spinels CdCrS4 and CdCrSy by Steigmeier and Harbeke [12]. In order 
to explain this phenomenon, Suzuki and Kamimura [ 131 proposed a mechanism of the d- 
electron-phonon scattering process. However, it was shown in [ 14-16] that the increase 
of the integrated phonon Raman intensity below the Curie temperature depends on the 
wavelength of the exciting light. We will discuss our results in the light of the theory of 
Suzuki and Kamimura 1131, and presented symmetry consideration. 

The normal coordinate analysis and lattice dynamical calculation for BiZCuO4, together 
with the mode assignment, were given in [SI. We recall here that modes at 128 cm-' (AI,) 
and 82 cm-' (Big) originate from in-plane Bi-Bi motion, the mode at 135 cm-' (Atg) 
originates from translational vibration of the CuO4 planes along the z axis, and all other 
modes come from different oxygen motion [SI. The A' and Big normal-mode displacements 
in x y  and x z  projections are shown in figure 3(a) a d  (b), respectively. 

According to the theory of Suzuki and Kamimura 1131, the three pattems of the integrated 
phonon intensity as a function of the temperature is found, depending on the R f M  ratio: 
R and M are Raman tensors associated to the spin-independent and spin-dependent terms. 
Comparison between our results and that of the figure l(b) in [lo], for the antiferromagnetic 
case, which corresponds to 0 c R / M  < 1, gives good consistency indeed. 

The different behaviour of the phonon intensities between A], and Bzg modes we 
explained using symmetry arguments. The pathways through which the superexchange 
propagates, together with normal-mode displacements, are presented in figure 3 (Jj denoted 
by the dashed line). The careful inspection of the symmetry results presented in this 
figure led us to the conclusion that A!, normal mode acts in-phase concerning thc J I  
superexchange, while the B& normal mode acts out-of-phase. Consequently, the B:, normal 
mode does not influence the change of superexchange as Ai, does. The same argument 
holds for all other modes of these symmetries. Unfortunately, we could not compare our 
results with other antiferromagnetic materials due to, as far as we know, lack of similar 
experimental results in the literature. 

4. Conclusion 

On the basis of the experimental results and symmetry analysis of the magnetic space groups 
for two proposed spin orientations in Bi*CuO,, we concluded that the magnetic moments 
in this oxide have z axis orientation. The phonon-mode temperature dependencies for AI, 
symmetty show a strong anomaly near the N6el phase transition temperature. 
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